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October 21, 2021 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty Senates 

FROM:  Debora J. Halbert 
Associate Vice President for Academic Programs and Policy 

SUBJECT: Consultation on General Education Redesign Draft Proposal 

I am very pleased to submit for your consideration, comment, and review, the GenEd Design 
Team proposal.  The Design Team faculty worked throughout the month of July and then 
continued to draft the proposal through the rest of the summer and early Fall.  The proposal is 
being sent to the Faculty Senates for each campus directly as an attachment.  It will also be 
posted on the UH System Gen Ed website for general review and distribution purposes.  I 
anticipate a lengthy period of substantive debate and discussion, as well as proposed revisions. 
I look forward to supporting the conversation throughout and facilitating the system-wide 
process.   

In order to provide the starting point for the proposal, as well as to perhaps help structure the 
consultation process, I want to reiterate the charge provided by President Lassner: 

• Make the general education curriculum more understandable and efficient for students
(fewer credits required) without diminishing its effectiveness.

• Make administration of the curriculum less bureaucratic, reducing the work required by
faculty to manage general education coherently across the UH System.

• Design a curriculum that scaffolds learning throughout matriculation.
• Design a curriculum that ensures the key 21st-century competencies and

knowledge necessary for all UH graduates to succeed in the workplace and society.
• Emphasize an interdisciplinary and integrated approach to learning, with consideration of

project- and problem-based learning.

General comments and specific recommendations can be sent to gedesign@hawaii.edu and we 
will collect anonymous feedback via this feedback form: 
https://forms.gle/xJsYMpqGMjPa5qNy6. 

Given the goal had been to provide the proposal to the Faculty Senates for consultation and 
discussion in September, I look forward to hearing your thoughts on how to adapt the process to 
reflect the altered timeline.   

c:  Rosie Vierra, ACCFSC Co-Chair 
  Truc Nguyen, ACCFSC Co-Chair 
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